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Dear All,

Congratulations! Our paper has been accepted for publication in Computer in Biology and Medicine (JCR Impact Factor: 2.286) published by Elsevier.

I must thank you all for your kind support especially for seeing this paper to this stage after several attempts. You recent financial contributions/commitments for editing the paper that was facilitated by Prof. Nazirah is highly appreciated.

Best wishes,

Ma'ruf.
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Article Type: Full Length Article  
Title: SVR Modelling of Mechanomyographic Signals Predicts Neuromuscular Stimulation-Evoked Knee Torque in Paralyzed Quadriceps Muscles undergoing Knee Extension Exercise  
Authors: Morufu Olusola Olusola Ibitoye, Ph.D.; Nur Azah Hamzaid, Ph.D.; Ahmad Khairi Abdul Wahab, Ph.D.; Nazirah Hasnan, MBBS, Ph.D.; Sunday O Olatunji, Ph.D.; Glen M Davis, Ph.D.

Dear Dr. Morufu Olusola Olusola Ibitoye,

We are pleased to accept your manuscript for publication in our journal.

Thank you for your contribution. The Publisher will contact you shortly with further details about completing the publication process.

No action is required from you at this time.

Sincerely,

Edward John Ciaccio, PhD  
Editor in Chief  
Computers in Biology and Medicine  

Reviewer comments (if any) will appear below:

Editor-In-Chief: The galley proofs sent to the authors for checking should be an exact copy of the author's final manuscript version. Authors should not need to work to make the galleys reflect their final version. If any troubles, please contact me directly at edwardciaccio@gmail.com.

Editor-In-Chief: Please note that only changes for minor typographical errors (a few words at most) are allowed once I have accepted your manuscript, unless further approved by me. Authors are not allowed to submit another revision - they must work with the galley proofs.
Editor-In-Chief: Kindly check the typeset equations and numerical expressions carefully when you receive the galley proofs (to ensure that they were translated correctly). If there is any trouble during this process, please inform me personally (will be sent back to typesetter for a redo). I send the following directive to the typesetter:

Note to typesetter: The typeset manuscript must be a faithful reproduction of the author's final submission including all equations and numerical expressions (symbols, spacing, sub- and superscripts). If not done, it will need to be returned to you for a redo. I have instructed authors not to take this job upon themselves. Thank you in advance for your assistance.

Editor-In-Chief: Authors should double-check that all necessary statements are contained in the galley proofs, including Conflict of Interest, and Institutional Review Board or IACUC approval when needed.
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